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ReviewFretting fatigue can significantly reduce the life of components, leading to unexpected in-service failures. This
phenomenon has been studied for over a century, with significant progress being made during the past decade.
There are various methods that have been used to study fretting fatigue cracks in order to gain a greater under-
standing of the effects of fretting fatigue. Destructive methods are traditionally used to observe fretting fatigue
cracks. Although useful in determining crack location, crack length, crack propagation modes, crack path and
shape, it is not efficient or reliable for time basedmeasurements. Non-destructive testing has developed in recent
years and now in-situ monitoring can be used during testing in order to increase the understanding of fretting
fatigue. This paper presents a review of non-destructive testing techniques used in-situ during fretting fatigue
testing, which are compared in order to conclude the suitability of each technique. Recent developments in
non-destructive techniques that could be also applied for fretting fatigue tests are also discussed, as well as rec-
ommendations for future research made.
© 2020 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://
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Fretting fatigue is a failure mechanism that occurs due to contacting
components experiencing small relative displacements while being
subjected to cyclic bulk stress. This phenomenon has been studied for
over a century, dating back to 1911 [1]. Some examples of applications
that experience fretting fatigue include dovetails [2–4] and spline cou-
plings [5] in gas-turbine aero-engines, railway axles [6–8], bolted joints
[9,10] and overhead conductors and wires [11–14].
A common set up for a simple fretting fatigue test involves using a
pad rubbing on a flat surface. Fig. 1 shows a schematic of a cylinder-
on-flat fretting fatigue test set-up with a cylindrical pad with a radius,
R; a normal force, P, to create the contact; a cyclic traction force, Q, to
create the relative displacements; a bulk stress,σ for the fatigue loading
and a contact width, 2a.
Under fretting, there are two sliding regimes known as the partial
slip regime and the gross slip regime. For fretting fatigue testing, the
tests are set up in the partial slip regime as this increases the likelihood
of the initiation of fretting fatigue cracks, the primary focus of this re-
view, whereas the gross slip regime (larger displacements) leads to
the formation of wear debris and fretting wear dominates [15]. This re-
lationship between slip amplitude, fatigue life andwear ratewas shown
by Vingsbo and Söderberg [16,17] and is summarised in Fig. 2. At low
slip amplitude, the wear rate is low and there is little effect on fatigue
life; as the slip amplitude increases in the partial slip regime, the fatigue
life falls and there is a small increase in wear rate. At the transition be-
tween the partial and the gross slip regimes, the fatigue life reaches its
minimum. As slip amplitude increases further, the wear rate increases
rapidly, while the fatigue life starts to increase again as fatigue cracksFig. 1. Cylinder-on-flat fretting test schematic.are worn away before they can propagate. It should be noted that
other pad configurations include a bridge configuration, which includes
two feet with a gap in between. In this configuration, the slip is
governed by the elastic deformation of the specimen between the
pads under the applied bulk stress. The slip regime is often unknown,
however, as the contact of one foot tends to slip before the other [18].
For gross sliding, the contact shear distribution is a parabola with no
stick zone. The partial slip regime involves amixture of stick and slip be-
haviour, as presented in Fig. 3 for a cylinder-on-flat configuration. A re-
duction in the shear distribution occurs within the stick zone. For plain
fretting, the stick zone is quantified between−c and c and the contact
shear stress distribution is symmetrical (derived from Mindlin [17]).
For fretting fatigue, the bulk stress causes a shift in the stick zone, on
the gross sliding parabola, from the strain induced in the flat specimen
[17]. This shift is characterised by the eccentricity, e, which changes
the stick zone to lie between−c+e and c+e. The shear stress distribu-
tion becomes asymmetric and themaximum shear value appears on the
trailing edge of the stick zone at−c+e, where the bulk stress is applied.
Many experimental tests have reported crack initiation being located at
the trailing edge of the contact zone [19–22].
From the combination of fretting loads in the partial slip regime and
the additional bulk stress, cracks initiate at the contact. Crack initiation
and crack propagation causes failure due to fretting fatigue. The fretting
load causes mode II crack initiation and early crack propagation. As the
crack propagates further, the bulk stress dominates and causes mode I
crack propagation. This consequently leads to failure earlier thanFig. 2. Relationship between slip amplitude with fatigue life and wear rate [17].
Fig. 3. Contact shear stress distributions for cylinder on flat contact in the partial slip regime under a) plain fretting and b) fretting fatigue.
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associated with the accumulation of damage from the start of loading
until a crack forms [17,23]. There are two main definitions for crack ini-
tiation: one for an experimental approach and one for a mechanics ap-
proach. Experimentally, crack initiation is defined as either when a
crack is detected up to a specified size or when a crack is first detected
and crack propagation is defined as the crack growing after this period.
The mechanics approach refers crack initiation to the period prior to
crack propagation, which cannot be described by fracture mechanics.
This period typically involves the formation of a crack with a length
the size of a few grains [17].
An extensive amount of research has been dedicated to modelling
crack initiationandcrackpropagationbehaviour. This involvespredicting
the crack initiation and propagation lifetimes [24–46], crack paths and
orientations [28,29,40,47–55], crack locations [24,28,29,38,40–45,
50,56,57] and the crack growth rate [36,37,52,58,59]. Fretting fatigue
crack initiation criteria is often used to predict crack initiation life, orien-
tation and location. This can be split into four approaches [23]: critical
plane approach, stress invariant approach, continuum damage mechan-
ics approach and fretting specific parameters. The critical plane approach
defines parameters that are developed on the basis that failure occurs on
planes prone to failure. Some examples include, Araujo and Nowell [39]
using an averaging method with the Smith-Watson-Topper (SWT) and
the Fatemi-Socie (FS) parameters to predict initiation life for a cylinder-
on-flat fretting fatigue test. The authors suggested formore accurate pre-
dictions, a model that includes thematerial microstructure should be in-
volved. Sumet al. [40] expanded thismodel by incorporatingwith afinite
element (FE) model for a cylinder-on-flat configuration and for a spline
coupling. This allowed to predict crack initiation location andorientation,
aswell as lifetime.McCarthy et al. [36] used the SWTparameter and used
crystal plasticity to capture a more accurate prediction of crack initiation
life, location and orientation. Other models include using an FE model to
include incremental wear with the SWT parameter to improve the pre-
diction of crack initiation life and location [41], as well as using the SWT
and FS parameter with a variable initiation length technique to improve
the prediction of crack initiation angle [54,55]. Another critical plane ap-
proach includes the Modified Wöhler Curve Method (MWCM), which
have also been compared with SWT and FS parameters in its prediction
for total life for a cylinder-on-flat [32,33] and overhead conductors [33],
which was combinedwith an FEmodel and the inclusion of incremental
wear removal; and early crack path and orientation [47]. Other critical
plane approaches have been compared for crack initiation life and orien-
tation in works of Bhatti andWahab [27].The stress invariant approach defines parameters that are based on
the stress invariant, which are used to define the failure of a material.
The Crossland parameter is a fatigue limit criterion for multiaxial stress
conditions and is mainly used for fretting fatigue problems [23]. The pa-
rameter has been used to predict the risk of crack initiation and its loca-
tion [45,46,57].
The continuum damage mechanics approach defines parameters
based on damage mechanics, which are used to define the damage of
a material. This approach has only been used to predict crack initiation
lifetimes, which have correlated well with experimental results
[26,29,30,56].
Fretting specific parameters are based on incorporating the slip am-
plitude for a fretting fatigue test. These include the Ruiz parameters and
fretting damage parameter. It was found that the Ruiz wear parameter
was unable to capture crack initiation, whereas the Ruiz initiation pa-
rameter was able to capture crack initiation location well, but unable
to capture cycles to crack initiation compared with experimental data
[38]. Ding et al. [42] modified the SWT parameter to incorporate the
Ruiz wear parameter to take into account the wear effects. This was
shown to provide a good correlation of initiation life and location with
experimental results for different geometries [42–44]. For further infor-
mation, Bhatti andWahab [23] reviews the fretting fatigue crack initia-
tion criteria in detail.
The most common crack propagation modelling involves the uses
of short crack growth and linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM).
These are modelled to predict the crack growth rate for short crack
growth (mode II) and LEFM predicts the crack growth rate for long
crack growth (mode I). LEFM involves the use of the Paris and
Erdogan [60] relationship for stable crack growth, which assumes
that the stresses around the crack tip are elastic. For short crack
growth, LEFM cannot be applied due to the plasticity around the
crack tip. Therefore, it is commonly modelled using the El Haddad
model [18,61], who modified the Paris and Ergdon [60] relationship
to accommodate for short crack growth behaviour. It has been used
to account for life during this period [34,35,37,59]. Other methods
for modelling short crack growth include the microstructural ap-
proach (known as the Navarro-Rios model). De Panemaecker et al.
[59] compared the short crack growth approach with the microstruc-
tural approach to capture the short crack growth rate for fretting fa-
tigue. It was found that the microstructural approach captured the
short crack growth rate closer with experimental results. Life for
long crack growth has also been predicted using LEFM [29,37], as
well as its crack growth rate [53].
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tion criteria are mainly used used. One criterion includes themaximum
tangential stress criterion (MTS), which considers a crack propagating
at the crack tip in the radial direction [51]. This has been used with a
FE model to predict the crack angle [19]. This has also been used to de-
fine the crack path, but has been found that it is not the most suitable
criterion when compared with experimental or validation data
[29,51,53]. Martinez et al. [51] and Marco et al. [49] showed that the
minimum shear stress range criterion combined with an extended FE
model (XFEM), where propagation will occur at an angle where the
mode II stress intensity factor range is at a minimum, presented accept-
able results of the crack path with experimental data. Other criteria in-
clude mode I crack growth rate, stress intensity factor and its range
being at a maximum [52,53] to model the crack orientation and path.
These were incorporated with an extend FE model and showed to
have a good correlation with experimental 2D crack paths.
1.1. Destructive techniques for crack analysis
Experimental observation of fretting fatigue has increased in recent
years with the aim of obtaining a greater understanding of the fretting
fatigue and crack growth behaviour of materials, and to collect data in
order to produce predictive tools for use in more complex geometries
or loading cases through the use of analytical and numerical modelling
approaches. Traditionally, this has involved the use of destructive tech-
niques. Destructive testing involves optically analysing a specimen
when it reaches failure or optically analysing an unbroken specimen
from an interrupted experiment by sectioning the specimen and ob-
serving cracks/defects. For specimens that experience fretting fatigue,
tests are interrupted at a certain point in time and the specimen is sec-
tioned in the middle of its fretting scar, as shown in Fig. 4, and its sur-
faces polished. The projected crack length, bp, can then be measured at
the specimen's cross section, typically, using an optical microscope.
Polishing and observation steps are typically repeated three times to
both contacting specimens in the test to find the maximum projected
crack length [22,45,62–65].
The projected crack length can be used to obtain the crack nucleation
fretting load threshold. Carrying out this experiment for different fret-
ting load amplitudes with a constant number of cycles, the maximum
projected crack length (bp,max) can be determined. Once the maximum
projected crack length reaches zero, i.e. no crack is observed, the crack
initiation tangential load threshold can be found [15,22,45]. The
projected crack length is assumed to be linear with the fretting load
and the intersection with the fretting load axis (Q*/μP) is where the
crack nucleation threshold is identified (QCN∗ ), as shown in Fig. 5a. This
can be used for different fretting loads and can be plotted against the
bulk stress (σF) to obtain a fretting crack nucleation boundary [45] (as
shown in Fig. 5b).
Further information can be obtained from the destructive method.
From obtaining scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images, crack ini-
tiation sites can be found as well as crack growth paths, crack shapesFig. 4. An image of the destructive method [22].and crack propagation modes [22,24]. Furthermore, by using a confocal
microscope, angles for crack initiation and for early crack paths can be
found [24], allowing crack propagation modes to be identified. Tomon-
itor crack propagation, a fretting fatigue test is repeated a number of
times, each using a different specimen, stopping the test at a different
number of cycles [66]. The crack length is measured for each specimen
and can then be characterised as a function of the number of cycles.
This can, due to the inherent variability in the crack initiation and
growth between specimens, give an inaccurate representation of how
a crack propagates under any given test condition.
Overall, the destructive method can gain information on the crack
location, crack length, crack propagation modes, crack path and shape.
Limitations of this technique are that it is time consuming with regards
to time based measurements, its destructive, only discrete data points
are produced and that specimens cracks can only be observed after a
test has failed or interrupted. Also, it is not possible to monitor what is
happening during the fretting fatigue test. Therefore, recent years
have seen attempts to use non-destructive testing (NDT) techniques
for in-situ crack detection and crack growth monitoring during fretting
fatigue testing to obtain more information about cracks during fretting
fatigue tests in a more efficient manner.1.2. Non-destructive testing techniques
Non-destructive testing (NDT) techniques involve monitoring
methods that are used to test a material without damaging the speci-
men being tested. Such testing techniques are commonly used for
inspecting a material for defects or flaws without having to destroy
the specimen. Another use of NDT techniques is to measure the me-
chanical properties of a material [67] such as, Young's modulus from
ultrasound velocities [68] and determining grain size during
thermomechanical processing using laser ultraound by measuring the
ultrasound attenuation [69]. Another application includes determining
the coefficient of friction using digital image correlation by measuring
the relative amplitude of displacement between contacting surfaces
[29]. The main advantages of using such NDT techniques include the
adaptability with being able to use them in-situ with various types of
mechanical tests which significantly advances the knowledge of how
materials behave with time. For fretting fatigue, the main requirements
for evaluating cracks from NDT techniques involve obtaining data for
the cycles to crack initiation, monitoring crack growth, identification
of the crack propagation modes, monitoring the crack growth paths,
monitoring the crack shape and the detection of crack locations. NDT
techniques that have previously covered one or more of these require-
ments for in-situ fretting fatigue testing include optical microscopy,
SEM, X-ray radiography, ultrasound, thermography, acoustic emission,
direct current potential drop methods. The advantages and limitations
of using these techniques are presented in Table 1.
Recent advances in NDT techniques and sustained interest in fretting
fatigue has led to the requirement for the current state of knowledge to
be reviewed in order to assess the suitability of these NDT techniques
for in-situ fretting fatigue tests. Conclusions are drawn with a view to
inform challenges and future research directions.2. Non-destructive testing techniques for crack detection and
growth monitoring of fretting fatigue tests
NDT techniques are appropriate methods for quantifying crack be-
haviour during mechanical testing (including fretting fatigue testing)
without damaging the test specimen. There are many possible NDT
techniques that can be used, in-situ, during fretting fatigue testing.
This includes: Optical Microscopy (OM), Scanning Electron Microscopy
(SEM), X-Ray Radiography (XR), Ultrasound, Thermography, Acoustic
Emission (AE) and Direct Current Potential Drop (DCPD) techniques.
Fig. 5. a) Crack nucleation fretting load threshold. b) Crack nucleation boundary for fretting fatigue achieved by a destructive method [45].
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Optical microscopy (OM) involves an optical microscope, which is a
microscope that uses visible light to magnify regions of interest to in-
spect features, such as cracks, by the use of lenses. The microscope is
connected to a computer, where two-dimensional images of the cracks
can viewed with a spatial resolution up to 200 nm [82]. An example of
an image is presented in Fig. 6, where it can be seen that crack initiation
occurs near the trailing edge of contact. When used in-situ with a fret-
ting fatigue test, there have been three of methods used for experimen-
tal set-up. Jeung et al. [75] positions the optical microscope to view the
contact area and uses a light to illuminate the area. Tests are interrupted
to focus and capture images of a developing crack, as well as the mea-
sure crack length of a crack. Another method includes pausing the test
and using a replica, which is a film that is positioned over the crack
and acetone is added to the crack, revealing crack features onto the
film [37,73,74,105–108]. The replica is then examined under an optical
microscope, where the crack length is measured. The final method used
is known as video microscopy, which involves using an optical micro-
scope and filming the contact area between the specimen and pads dur-
ing the test [70,71]. The test is also paused to scan and focus the region
of interest to capture images and measure crack lengths.
The main advantages of using any of thesemethods are that a visual
of the crack location, crack shape and crack path can be obtained, and
the evolution of the crack length has successfully been foundwith num-
ber of cycles [37,70,71,73–75,105–107]. Arora et al. [70] used a video
microscope for flat on flat fretting fatigue tests and compared the
crack growth for various loading parameters. The tests were repeated
three times for each loading condition, which showed that the crack
length with respect to the number of cycles was consistent and repeat-
able. Additionally, crack growth has also been monitored for specimens
with different surface modifications and at temperatures of 100 °C and
200 °C. It is, also, possible to obtain a crack initiation lifetime
[37,70,71,73,74]. This is determined by pausing the test and observing
the region of interest using an optical microscope until a crack appears.
Therefore, this approximation is highly dependent on the imaging fre-
quency and image resolution. It has been found that by optimising the
imaging frequency, the results in detecting a minimum crack length
are more consistent. Crack initiation and growth measurements have,
also, been successfully used to compare or assist modelling these in-
situ experimental results, such as using the finite element method
(FEM) to predict residual stresses and surface roughness for different
surface modifications [37,73]; and predict crack propagation lifetime
and in turn predict crack initiation lifetime based on experimental cy-
cles to failure [74]; and to predict crack initiation lifetime based onstrain energy density critereon and crack propagation life time using
the crack analogue model, which was compared with experimental re-
sults [71].
Although there are many advantages, there are many limitations to
consider. This includes designing the fretting fatigue test to ensure the
initiation of surface cracks as an optical microscope is only capable of
capturing these. Furthermore, the crack initiation location needs to be
known prior to the measurements and images being taken, which in-
volves optimising the frequency of the tests being paused. This may be
achieved by repeating tests and finding how often tests need to be
paused until crack initiation can be found. Some design considerations
include that for an optical microscope the region of interest needs to
be in the order of millimetres [72,82] and therefore, specimens and
test set-ups need to be small to use this technique to obtain high quality
images. Also, it needs to be ensured that there is a well illuminated field
of view and that the specimen is polished to enhance the contrast to de-
tect a crack [72].
2.2. Scanning Electron microscopy
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) is a type of microscope, which
allows the visualisation ofmicroscopic features not visible to the human
eye. It differs to an optical microscope, which uses light to form images,
instead, it uses an electron beam. This allows details smaller than 1 nm
to be seen, as its wavelength ismuch smaller compared to that of visible
light [82]. The electron beam from the electron source is scanned across
a rectangular region of interest of the specimen within a vacuum and
the interaction causes various forms of energy dissipation. This can be
picked up by detectors and used to form data and greyscale images,
which are then processed by a computer. The main detected signals in-
clude [82]:
• secondary electrons, which produce morphology and surface to-
pography images, as less electrons leave flat surfaces and visa versa;
• backscattered electrons, which produce atomic number and grain
boundaries imaging due to the number of reflected electrons varying
between atoms giving contrast;
• electron backscattered diffraction, which gives pattern images of
the crystallographic orientation of grains and phase identification;
• and energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) gives elemental
analysis information and X-ray maps.
Fig. 7 shows the typical set-up of a SEM with its detectors for
analysing a specimen.
SEM has been used in-situ with many experiments, such as fatigue
[109–114] and fretting wear [115], as well as fretting fatigue experi-
ments [76–81,116]. To use SEM in-situ, the tests usually require afixture
Table 1
The advantages and Limitations of NDT techniques used in the detection of cracks for fretting fatigue.
NDT
Technique
Refs. Description Advantages Limitations
Optical Microscopy [37,70–75] An optical microscope is
directed towards the
region of interest or
replica and microscopic
images are captured of
the crack
• A contactless technique
• Visual
• Locate crack initiation
• Obtain number of cycles to crack initiation
• Monitor crack evolution
• Obtain crack length with number of cycles
• Obtain crack path
• Simple to use and readily available
• Tests can be adapted for higher
temperatures with the use of a replica
• Only captures surface cracks
• Well illuminated field of view is required
• Crack initially needs to be located before measurements
and images can be taken
• Smaller specimens are required to ensure area of
interest is within the field of view
SEM [76–83] An electron beam is
scanned over the surface
of a specimen during a




• A contactless technique
• Visual
• Determine crack location and monitor path
• Monitor crack length
• Determine the cycles to crack initiation
• Identify crack propagation modes
• Obtain microstructural features, such as slip
lines
• Tests can be adapted for high temperature
tests
• Space constraints of samples due to the test having to be
adapted to fit within vacuum chamber
• Tests need to be interrupted for image capture
• Detects only surface and subsurface cracks in plane of
view
• Smaller specimens are required to ensure area of
interest is within the field of view
X-Ray Radiography [59,67,84,85] An X-ray source
penetrates specimen
onto an X-ray imaging
detector
• A contactless technique
• Detects internal and surface cracks
• Visual
• Can be used for various geometries and
materials
• Determine crack location
• Identify crack propagation modes
• Monitor crack length
• Determine the cycles to crack initiation
• Expensive
• Large and complex equipment with limited access
• Fretting fatigue tests need to be interrupted to obtain
radiographs
• The user needs to be experienced
• Specimens and test specimens need to be small to fit
within the required space and capture a high image
resolution
Ultrasound [10,67,84,86–89] Use of ultrasonic waves
into a specimen and
measuring the wave
response
• Can detect the presence of cracks without
direct access to the region of interest
• Detects internal and surface cracks
• Ultrasound probes can be designed for
complex geometries
• Determine the cycles to crack initiation
• Approximate crack location needs to be known
• Difficult to inspect materials with low sound
transmission
• There needs to be access to the surface to transmit the
ultrasound
• Transducer needs to be in contact with the surface or
through a fluid
• Cracks planar and parallel to the ultrasound wave
propagation may go undetected
Thermography [90–95] An infrared camera is
used to observe the
temperature change in a
specimen
• A contactless technique
• Detect crack initiation due to temperature
increase at the crack tip
• Determine crack location
• Crack lengths can be measured
• Determine the cycles to crack initiation
• Thermal visual
• Cracks can be scanned over a large area
• Temperature rise needs to be high enough at the crack
tip to be detected
• Can only detect cracks up to a limited thickness below
the surface of the material
• Crack location can be difficult for complex contacting
geometries
Acoustic Emission [66,84,96–100] Acoustic emission waves




• Real time monitoring of crack initiation and
propagation
• Determine crack location
• Determine crack propagation modes
• Do not need direct access to the crack
• Determine the cycles to crack initiation
• A volume of material can be monitored
without the need for scanning
• Can detect internal cracks and defects
• AE signal produces a lot of scatter due to noise







Two probes are used to
measure the voltage
across a region of
interest, where a DC
current is passed
through the circuit and
the potential difference
is measured
• Detect crack initiation and propagation
• PD results can be correlated to the crack
length
• Determine crack propagation modes
• Determine the cycles to crack initiation
• Approximate crack location needs to be known
• Surface must be accessible
• PDmeasurements can produce scatter due to the contact
6 Y. Kong et al. / Materials and Design 196 (2020) 109093to fit within the vacuum chamber. For fretting fatigue experiments, this
is particularly challenging, as there are loads in two directions and need
a requirement to make sure the region of interest is in field of view for
SEM [76–81]. A typical fixture for fretting fatigue experiments is
shown in Fig. 8a,where a bridge configurationwas usedwith cylindrical
feet. Additionally, the device dimensions had to be adapted to fit within
the vacuum chamber.SEM images are obtained by pausing the test to scan the region of in-
terest and images are taken. An example of SEM images from Han et al.
[77] are presented in Fig. 9 showing the inititation of secondary cracks.
These images have been used to investigate crack initiation sites, the
evolution of a crack with respect to number of cycles and evolution of
crystallographic slip systems relative to fretting fatigue cracks [76–80]
for a nickel-based single-crystal superalloy (NBSX) for different
Fig. 6. Image of crack initiation detection using a video microscope [71].
7Y. Kong et al. / Materials and Design 196 (2020) 109093crystallographic orientations, as well as investigating the effects of rela-
tive slip [81]. Further investigations include observing the evolution of
cracks with respect to the final dislocation density [80] and monitoring
subsurface crack growth [77]. These tests were for fretting fatigue ex-
periments that only involved a normal loading and cyclic bulk stress,
and did not include tangential loading.
In addition, it is possible to adapt the fretting fatigue experiments to
allow them to be carried out at higher temperatures. Su et al. [76] cre-
ated a chamberwith a viewinghole to contain the heated (400 °C) spec-
imen within the SEM vacuum chamber. Although not investigated in
previous fretting fatigue experiments, it is also possible to measure
crack length with number of cycles [112,114], as Zhang et al. [114]
found for an in-situ SEM with fatigue experiment for notched dogbone
specimens with different hydrogen contents at room temperature and
at 300 °C. Fatigue tests that have been carried out also prove that it is
possible to reach temperatures up to 1000 °Cwith furthermodifications
[111].
Desipte themany advantages, there aremany limitations to consider
with in-situ studies using SEM. There are space constraints, whereFig. 7. Set-up of analysing a specimenspecimens need to be small enough to fit within the vacuum chamber
[76–80,117,118], as well as the region of interest has to be in the size
range of micrometres tomillimetres [82]. Furthermore, it is not possible
to observe internal cracks, as this technique is restricted to investigating
surface cracks and cracks several micrometres deep [82]. Tests, also,
need to be interrupted in order to scan the region of interest and take
SEM images. This can take around 60 s to complete [119]. Therefore,
tests need to be taken into account for interruption and if an experiment
is based on investigating crack initiation, then an optimum frequency of
interruptions need to be found [117] (as in OM). For fretting fatigue
tests in the literature, the imaging frequency is not reported and the
minimum crack size found ranges from 1 μm [77] to 133 μm [76].2.3. X-ray radiography
This technique involves a specimen being placed between an X-ray
source and an X-ray imaging detector. Examples of imaging detectors
include X-ray films [93], which produce a radiograph onto a film, as
shown in Fig. 10, and digital detectors, such as charge coupled devices
(CCDs) [120], which digitally processes an image onto a computer.
The X-ray source penetrates through the specimen on to the detector
as a straight line. Some of the radiation is absorbed by the specimen,
which produces an internal image of the specimen showing defects
and cracks within the material. This has the benefit that both surface
and internal cracks (cracks that initiate from a surface of a specimen
to cracks that initiate internally within a specimen) can be detected
using this method [67].
The main advantage of this technique is that it provides a physical
image, which can be measured. De Pannemaecker et al. [59,85] used
this technique in-situ with a cylinder-on-flat fretting fatigue test (as
shown in Fig. 11) tomonitor crack initiation and crack growth. The fret-
ting fatigue test was interrupted every 5000 fretting fatigue cycles in
order to take an X-ray image of the specimen, as shown in Fig. 12,
allowing the number of cycles to crack initiation to be determined
with a tolerance of ±5000 fretting fatigue cycles, as well as the crackusing SEM (adapted from [82]).
Fig. 8. (a) Fretting fatigue fixture for in-situ SEM and (b) a schematic of the specimen, pads and loading [78].
Fig. 9. SEM images of a secondary crack initiation for (a) a general view and (b) a zoomed in view [77].
8 Y. Kong et al. / Materials and Design 196 (2020) 109093initiation location to be defined. As the crack propagated, the crack
length was measured every 5000 fretting cycles from the subsequent
images and the crack path and shapewas identified. In addition, the im-
ages allowed the different crack propagation modes to be identified, as
shown in Fig. 13. This technique also allowed data on short crack growth
to be obtained, which can be used to define crack propagationmodes. In
order to have access to the high energy x-rays required to achieve time-
resolved x-ray imagingwith sufficient spatial resolution (a voxel size of
<1 μm), the authors used a synchotron imaging beamline as opposed to
standard laboratory x-ray radiography equipment [85,121]. This also
allowed a larger distance between the specimen and the source,
which gives the ability to enhance the phase contrast in the radio-
graphic images increasing the visibility of smaller defects [122,123].
Although the data generated by this technique is extensive and use-
ful, there are many limitations. This technique involves expensive, large
and complex equipment with limited access, which requires the user to
have expertise with using this equipment [67,84,124]. In addition, the
fretting fatigue test has to be interrupted at defined points throughout
the test to obtain the radiographs, which may affect the test and speci-
men, potentially reducing the reliability of the results, similar to OMand
SEM. Furthermore, there are design considerations to take into account.
Due to a small required voxel size, this means access to a high energyFig. 10. X-ray radiography method schematic.synchrotron beamline is required to achieve the required high quality
images. The duration of the beam-time for De Pannemaecker et al.
[59,85] was 24 h, which limited the test by how many cycles could be
run. Also, due to the required voxel size, this meant scans were per-
formed on a small area to achieve a high resolution and hence, limiting
the specimen and device sizes.
2.4. Ultrasound
Ultrasound testing involves inputting ultrasound waves into a spec-
imen and recording the receiving wave response. Ultrasound waves are
directed to a region of interest where a crack is expected to occur and
changes in the receiving wave response can identify defects within the
material. There are two main types of utrasound inspection known as
through-transmission ultrasound and pulse-echo ultrasound [84,86]
(see Fig. 14). Through-transmission ultrasound involves the use of twoFig. 11. De Pannemaecker et al. [85] set up for an in-situ fretting fatigue test with X-ray
radiography.
Fig. 12. An example of a 2D radiography showing a fretting fatigue crack [122].
Fig. 13. Distinguishing modes of fretting fatigue crack propagation using X-ray
radiography [85].
9Y. Kong et al. / Materials and Design 196 (2020) 109093transducers placed either side of the specimen: a transmitter to gener-
ate the ultrasound; and a receiver to receive the ultrasound on the op-
posite side of the specimen. Pulse-echo ultrasound only uses one
transducer, which acts as both the transmitter and the receiver. This
transducer transmits the ultrasound and receives the reflected wave
response.
The presence of fatigue cracks during fretting fatigue testing have
been identified with this technique without direct access to the region
of interest, which is particularly advantageous for fretting fatigue tests
[10,87–89]. Changes in the amplitude and shape of the ultrasound
wave response shows a presence of a crack being detected. OnemethodFig. 14. Schematic of a) through-transmissionfor reaching the contact area of fretting fatigue tests, includes the use of
coupling wedges to convert the ultrasound waves from longitudinal
waves to shear waves by changing the angle of the ultrasonic trans-
ducer. This changes the direction of the ultrasound wave propagation
and causes the particles of the medium to vibrate perpendicular to the
direction of the ultrasound wave propagation [67,87–89]. This method
involves using pulse-echo inspection and the reflected shear wave
shows a crack has been detected, as presented in Fig. 15. Hutson et al.
[87] was able to report the cycles to crack initation using this method
for high normal loads. In addition, thismethod has been shown to be ca-
pable of detecting fretting fatigue cracks for more complex geometries
such as teeth and wedge dovetails on a rotor shaft for an electrical
power generator [89]. Another method that has been applied to fretting
fatigue is the use of pulse echo inspectionwith longitudinalwaves using
a water bag [10,125], as shown in Fig. 16. This allows surface acoustic
waves (SAW) to be penetrated through the water bag and a fretting fa-
tigue crack to be detected from a distance away from the region of
interest. Wagle et al. [10,125] used this method for analysis of the be-
haviour of bolted joints between aluminium alloy plates, showing a
practical example of using this technique. It was found that there was
a steep increase in the intensity of the SAW upon the initiation of a
crack and that the intensity continued to increase as the crack length in-
creased. Initially, testswere interrupted to take SAWmeaurements [10],
but later this was automated by the authors [125]. Despite themechan-
ical noise from fretting fatigue tests, the presence of cracks has still been
detected from new peaks observed in the ultrasound waveform
[10,88,89].
A limitation of using ultrasound, in comparison with other tech-
niques, is that its sensitivity is low for detecting crack initiation. This
means that the number of cycles to crack initiation is detected at longer
crack lengths, as the crack length needs to be large enough (>200μm
[10,87]) to be detected using ultrasound; furthermore, Hutson and
Stubbs [88] showed that it is difficult to identify short crack lengths dur-
ing a fretting fatigue test due to various sources of noise within the sys-
tem, which suggests that shorter cracks may go undetected. Therefore,
it is important tofilter out acoustic and electromagnetic noise efficiently
[88,126]. Additionally, if a crack is planar and parallel to the direction of
ultrasound wave propagation, the crack may also go undetected
[84,86,124], as the receivingwave response is not large enough to be de-
tected. Furthermore, ultrasound transducers need to be attached to the
specimen and the signal needs to be directed towards the approximate
area of the crack location. During situations of parts undergoing fretting
fatigue with complex geometries, the crack location is not always
known, making this technique difficult to use for these applications.
Also, any material that has low sound transmission, has high signal toand b) pulse-echo ultrasound methods.
Fig. 15. Longitudinal wave to shearwave conversion to reach the fretting region of interest
(adapted from [88]).
10 Y. Kong et al. / Materials and Design 196 (2020) 109093noise ratio, is heterogeneous, as well as specimens that have rough sur-
faces, small and thin geometry or are irregular in shape are difficult to
inspect [86].2.5. Thermography
Thermography is a contactless NDT technique, which can be
used to inspect a specimen by using an infrared camera to provide
thermal images of the specimen's surface temperature (see
Fig. 17). There are two approaches to thermography: passive and
active [90,91]. Passive thermography involves measuring the the
spatial variation in temperature changes on the surface to reveal
defects in the specimen. Passive thermography is used when the
specimen is naturally at a different temperature to ambient. Active
thermography involves the use an energy source to excite the spec-
imen (e.g. a halogen lamp, ultrasound or eddy current sources) and
the changes in temperature show the defects in the specimen. This
is used to reduce the influence of the ambient environment and to
give a greater contrast in temperatures to detect defects. The possi-
ble variations for setting up a thermography non-destructive test
are presented in Fig. 18, where one element from each column is
chosen to produce a complete system [90].
A local temperature increase seen in a specimen during a fretting fa-
tigue test is related to the plastic deformation at the crack tip [127–129].
Thework done at the crack tip is irreversible andmost of thiswork done
is given off as heat [128]. Thermography allows the detection andFig. 16. Set-up for detecting fretting fatigue cracks using a water bag and surface acoustic
waves (SAW) [10].monitoring of crack initiation and growth through the detection of
local temperature increases.
Recent works show the capability of using thermography in-situ
with plain fretting [15] and fretting fatigue [92–95,130]. Berthel et al.
[15] showed that thermography is a quick technique to use during a
plain fretting loaded test in comparison to using a destructive method
(onehour per experiment compared to oneday per experiment, respec-
tively) while being able to obtain similar results of the shear stress
threshold (to cause crack nucleation) to within 10% of the destructive
method values. Additionally, Chhith et al. [94,95,130] successfully per-
formed fretting fatigue testing for a cylinder-on-flat geometry and ellip-
tical contact and determined the number of cycles to crack initiation
using in-situ thermography. Images were only recorded for the first
1000 cycles until a steady state for the partial slip regime was achieved,
then coordinates for all the regions of interestwere used as an input to a
MATLAB script and the average temperature data was recorded
throughout the test. An increase in the thermal elastic temperature am-
plitude from a predefined threshold was used to determine when crack
initiation occurred. This was achieved for a minimum crack initiation
size of 130 μm [94,130].
A limitation of using this technique is that the temperature rise
needs to be high enough around the crack tip to be detected [131].
Also, environmental temperatures and heat conduction from the
fretting fatigue device needs to be filtered in order to detect the
temperature rise, as well as distinguishing other heat sources such
as friction, plastic dissipation and thermal elasticity [94,130]. It
should also be ensured that the specimen emissivity is not too
low, where the specimen is reflecting the environmental tempera-
ture, therefore the surface of the specimen may need to be altered
to improve the emissivity [90]. In addition, thermography only al-
lows a limited thickness below the surface to be monitored, which
can limit the results for complex geometries with larger thicknesses
[90]; furthermore, the location of cracks can be difficult to obtain for
complex geometries, as the camera cannot get a direct image
around contacting surfaces. An improvement could involve using
more than one infrared camera using triangulation to observe the
3D surface temperature of the specimen, which may pick up addi-
tional crack locations. An example includes combining the use of
3D scanners and infrared cameras to create a 3D thermal image of
composite structures [132]. 3D scanners are used to form a recon-
structed 3D model of the specimen and a method, such as using
ray-tracing GPU rendering algorithms developed by Hellstein and
Szwedo [132], is used to map the infrared images on to the 3D
model.
2.6. Acoustic emission
Acoustic Emission (AE) involves the detection of transient elastic
waves, produced from the mechanical vibrations within an elastic me-
dium in the form of sound [133], from displacements within a specimen
[66], created when energy is rapidly released from defects and cracks
when a specimen is subject to a stress or load [99]. These waves areFig. 17. Thermography method schematic.
Fig. 18. Different elements used for designing a thermography NDT (Adapted from [90]).
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tic waves into electrical AE signals [66]. The signal is then picked up
using acoustic emission detection equipment, which goes through sig-
nal processing and the waveform is displayed. The signal processing in-
volves minimising background noise (e.g. that of the fretting contacts),
identifyingAE signalwave characteristics and showingwhen theAE sig-
nal exceeds an amplitude threshold, indicating the presence of a crack
[66]. A schematic of the AE method is presented in Fig. 19.
AE has been used to detect cycles to crack nucleation and observe
crack propagation in fretting fatigue [20,66,98–100] for a range of ge-
ometries including cylinder-on-flat [66], sphere-on-flat [98,99] and
crossed cylindrical wires [20,100]. It has also been used in fretting
wear experiments to determine the transition between slip regimes
[134]. In addition, this technique has the capability of locating fretting
fatigue cracks to be determined by using a locating method, such as
delta-T mapping techniques [135,136] with plain fatigue tests, but has
yet to be performed for fretting fatigue tests. With an AE in-situ with a
cylinder-on-flat fretting fatigue experiment, it was found that three
crack propagation modes could be identified [66]: mode II fretting
cracking, mixedmode crack propagation andmode I pure fatigue crack-
ing, as shown in Fig. 20. This also showed that the crack behaviour could
bemonitored with time. Another advantage of using AE, it has ability of
detecting internal cracks and defects [137].
The main limitation of using this technique is that the AE signal pro-
duces a lot of scatter due to noise in the system (such as background
noise and vibrations from the combination of the fretting loads and con-
tact surfaces), which makes the signal difficult to interpret
[20,66,98–100]; therefore, the user needs to be experienced in order
to interpret the AE signals correctly. In addition, care has to be taken
as the AE signal from different sources can overlap. Therefore, a tech-
nique has to be used to counteract this [66]. Meriaux et al. [66] used a
real-time software known as Noesis®. This software splits the signals
into groups, known as classes, which are determined by an Unsuper-
vised Pattern Recognition (UPR) technique. UPR uses pattern recogni-
tion algorithms, which determine patterns within the data and groups
them into classes. The user inputs a number of parameters, such as am-
plitude threshold and time, to direct the UPR technique; therefore, the
quality of the results depends on on the user input of parameters.Fig. 19. Acoustic Emission method schematic.2.7. Direct current potential drop
The potential drop (PD) technique involves the use of two probes to
measure the voltage across the region of interest (as shown in Fig. 21),
where a DC or an AC current (known as DCPD or ACPD, respectively) is
passed through the circuit and a change in the crack length results in a
change in the potential difference [62].
DCPD has been applied in-situ during many fretting fatigue tests
[45,46,62,65,102–104,138,139] andhas shownmanybenefits. Crack ini-
tiation can be detected with a minimum crack depth of 50 μm [65],
which is highly sensitive in comparison to other techniques. Tests
have been able to be performed for a high number of cycles in the
order of 109 [103] and have proven the DCPD is capable of being used
in a hydrogen gas environment [104,138,139]. Furthermore, the crack
length can be calibrated with the PD results [62,65,102–104,138,139].
Meriaux et al. [65] used an empirical method, which involved monitor-
ing the changes in the potential distribution around the crackwith crack
growth. The increase in electrical potential, V, was compared with the
reference potential, V0 (from the beginning of the test) and correlated
to the average crack length. Tests were run to obtain different values
of increased potential and interrupted for different average crack
lengths. For small cracks (<600 μm), the test was interrupted at a cho-
sen potential ratio value and the specimen crack length was measured
optically. For cracks larger than these, the load ratio was varied from
0.01 to 0.5 and from 0.5 to 0.01. The crack length was then determined
from optical measurements. The calibration process was then repeated
to confirm the results. With this data set, a polynomial function was
used to correlate the potential and the crack length. Fig. 22 shows the
top two plots as the potential ratio, V/V0, against the number of cycles
in a fretting fatigue test for a peak bulk stress, σfat of 350 MPa and
400MPa. The bottom two plots show the corresponding crack evolution
the crack length (μm) over the sample depth (mm), a/W, against cycles,
found from a fitted calibration curve from the potential drop results.
Each curve in the plot represents a different tangential load divided by
its normal load (Q/P ratio). The number of cycles to crack initiation
was found from these plots as well as the modes of crack propagation.
The cycles to crack initiation was defined as the start of the curve
from the lower plots in Fig. 22. This is where the minimum crack
depth was detected at 50 μm. Each curve presents the same shape,
which can be linked to the different modes of crack propagation from
the change in slope of the curves. The change in slope appears at crack
lengths between a/W=0.015 and a/W=0.025. Below this point corre-
sponds tomode II and mixedmode crack propagation, while above this
point corresponds to mode I propagation. The number of cycles to crack
arrest and failure have also been obtained from the potential slopes
[45,62,65,102].
The limitation to using this technique is that the approximate loca-
tion of the crack needs to be known, which can be difficult for complex
and large geometries. In addition, by not knowing the location of the
crack and the direction of crack growth, it is not possible to gain a rep-
resentation of the crack path and shape. Furthermore, the technique is
Fig. 20.Results fromanAE in-situwith a cylinder-on-flat fretting fatigue experiment. a) shows the three stages of crack propagation identified from the cumulatedAEactivity and b) shows
the representation of the crack stages [66].
Fig. 21. Potential drop method schematic.
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which can have an affect on the surrounding microstructure. Special
care needs to be taken to limit scatter and reduce noise, therefore posi-
tioning of the wire probes becomes important and needs to be
optimised, where the approximate area of crack initiation is known so
that a crack can be initiated between the probes [62,65]. The quality of
detection becomes less efficient if a crack is produced on a different
face to where the the probes are attached and therefore, a correction
of the reference potential is needed to take this into account [65]. Also,
the need for a calibration curve for each type of load is required and
this is currently dependent on repeat tests using the destructivemethod
[65]. This is not efficient ifmultiple loading conditions need to be carried
out and could become expensive.3. Comparison of techniques
3.1. Sensitivity
Theminimum crack length that can be detected using a technique is
analogous to crack sensitivity, allowing these to be compared across
NDT techniques in-situ with fretting fatigue tests. Fig. 23 displays a
bar chart of the minimum crack depth detected for crack initiation
from the differentNDT techniques used for fretting fatigue experiments.
The lower theminimum crack depth detected, the higher the sensitivity
the NDT technique is. These techniques can be split into imagingfrequency dependent techniques and techniques dependent on the sig-
nal response detection.
Imaging frequency dependent techniques include replica opticalmi-
croscopy (ROM), videomicroscopy (VM), scanning electronmicroscopy
(SEM) and X-ray radiography (XR). The bar chart shows that SEM has
the highest sensitivity with a minimum crack length detected of less
than 1 μm [77]. Han et al. [77] found this from an initiation of a second-
ary crack during a fretting fatigue test, where as the primary initiation
crack length was approximately 17.3 μm. It was found that using this
technique, the crack length for crack initiation varied from test to test
and with the imaging frequency was not being published. Therefore, it
is difficult to completely conclude how sensitive this technique is, as
theminimum length of the crack detectedwill depend on the frequency
on the images being taken. The next sensitive imaging frequency depen-
dent techniquewasVMwith aminimumcrack length detected of 40 μm
[70,71]. Compared with XR and ROP, a higher imaging frequency was
used, interrupting tests every 200 cycles until a crack was found and
therefore was able to pick up smaller cracks. XR used in-situ with fret-
ting fatigue tests was able to detect a minimum crack depth of 100 μm
[85]. This technique relied on the frequency of the radiographic images
being taken every 5000 cycles. ROP showed to be the least sensitive
with a minimum crack detection of 200 μm [73]. This was due to how
much detail the replica could pick up of the crack, as well as the fre-
quency of imaging taking place. To improve the sensitivity of any of
these imaging techniques, tests require a higher image frequency until
a crack is found. It should be advised to do an initial test to determine
optimum imaging frequency. Overall, it can be seen that in Fig. 9 the res-
olution and magnification is higher using SEM compared with VM and
XR images shown in Figs. 6 and 12, respectively. Therefore, SEM can
pick up on more information and smaller details; however, to make a
complete conclusion of the sensitivity between imaging frequency de-
pendent methods, tests need to be carried out where the imaging fre-
quency is the same for all methods for the same testing conditions.
For the signal dependent techniques, it can be seen from Fig. 23
that acoustic emission is the most sensitive technique with the abil-
ity of detecting crack initiation, by an increase in the cumulative AE
energy at a length of less than 8 μm [66]. The crack length was deter-
mined by destructive testing and measuring the crack length using
SEM. It is known from previous plain fatigue tests that AE is more
sensitive than ultrasound techniques, as AE was able to detect a
crack earlier [140]. To confirm these results without using a destruc-
tive method, it is possible to combine AE with OM or SEM to deter-
mine the length of crack initiation detected by AE. In-situ AE with
Fig. 22. Results fromusing the PD technique. Top two plots present V/V0 against thenumber of cycles (σ=350MPa and400MPa, respectively) and the bottom two plots are the calibrated
results of a/W against the number of cycles [65].
Fig. 23. Comparison of the sensitivity of NDT techniques used during fretting fatigue
experiments (data from [10,37,65,70,73,74,77,85,87,94]).
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tinguish AE signals [119] and monitor crack length [97]. In addition
to confirming the differences in AE signals. The next most sensitive
technique was found to be the direct current potential drop
(DCPD) technique with a minimum crack length detected of 50 μm
[65] by an increase in the electrical potential with respect to its ref-
erence value; however, it has been stated by Kondo et al. [103] that
DCPDwas capable of detecting crack lengths of a few tens of microns,
but an actual value was not specified. The approximate location of
crack initiation needs to be known to use this method, if the esti-
mated location is more accurate, the sensitivity is higher. The DCPD
technique sensitivity may be improved further by using ACPD, due
to the skin effect [101,103]. For thermography, Chhith et al. [94] de-
tected a minimum crack size of 130 μm during a fretting fatigue test
by a deviation of the thermo-elastic amplitude from its stabilised
pre-crack value. The minimum achievable pixel size of the thermal
images for this test was 65 μm and therefore, this crack size corre-
sponds to two pixels. To improve the sensitivity of this technique,it has been suggested that an upgraded infrared image sensor with
a smaller thermal image pixel size and higher pixel density could
be used to detect smaller cracks [94]. This could, also, improve the
measurement of crack lengths, which can be monitored from ther-
mal images, as suggested with an in-situ fatigue test by Urbanek
and Bär [141]. The least sensitive out of the signal dependent tech-
niques was found to be the ultrasound technique (using the water
bag technique [10] and the shear wave technique [87]) with a mini-
mum crack depth of 200μm. To improve the sensitivity of the ultra-
sound technique, the ultrasound signal can be designed to focus on
areas where smaller cracks are expected to appear [88]. Further-
more, laser ultrasound may be a chosen alternative as it has been
claimed to have higher sensitivity than traditional ultrasound tech-
niques [142].
A comparison of the minimum crack length that can be detected by
the different techniques is an important consideration with respect to
the microstructure of the material being investigated. The mechanics
approach to crack initiation classes crack initiation as the formation of
a crack of the order of a few grain sizes or less. This means that when
choosing a technique, it should be ensured that the technique is capable
of capturing a crack initiation length in the order of grain sizes of the
material being used, meaning a material with finer grain sizes will re-
quire a more sensitive technique. Only by choosing the appropriate
technique will data be available concerning crack initiation size, crack
orientation and initial crack propagation be available for lifing ap-
proaches and validation of micro-mechanics modelling approaches.
Overall, Fig. 23 displays a graphical comparison of the sensitivity of
the NDT techniques used in-situ during fretting fatigue experiments
from the available literature. All techniques were able to detect cracks
less than 200 μm. The sensitivity of each technique relies on the resolu-
tion of the equipment, how the method is used and the user's experi-
ence with the technique and equipment [17]. Particularly for imaging
frequency dependent techniques, the frequency of images taken during
the early stages of tests to determine cycles to crack initiation should be
optimised.
Fig. 24. Number of cycles to crack initiations using replica optical micrography varying
with σmax for specimens with various surface modifications and/or coatings (data from
(a) [106,107], (b) [73] and (c) [105], where a micrograph taken of replica every
5000 cycles until crack observed. Parameters of the tests include: Al-7075-T6 specimen,
stainless steel 410 flat pads, P= 1200 N, f= 5 Hz (unless specified) and R-ratio=0.1.).
Fig. 25. Number of cycles to crack initiations using replica optical micrography varying
with (a) temperature for no surface modification data from [37] and at room
temperature for (b) a specimen with shot peening [74] and (c) a unmodified specimen
for in phase loading for normal and bulk loads and out of phase loading [37] (A
micrograph taken of replica every 1000 cycles until crack observed. Parameters of the
tests include: Al-7075-T6 specimen, stainless steel 410 flat pads, Pmax = 1200 N (using a
cyclic normal load),f= 10 Hz, σmax=130 MPa and R-ratio=0.0.)
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The total lifetime of a component is the summation of the number of
cycles to crack initiation and the number of cycles of crack propagation
before failure. Improving the understanding of these phases can aid de-
sign against crack initiation and prolong crack propagation to increase
the lifetime of components by comparing different testing parameters,
such as geometry, loading, material etc. These can also be used to aid
and validate modelling methods to improve the understanding of fret-
ting fatigue and prevent premature failure of components. The NDT
techniques used in-situ with fretting fatigue tests for determining the
number of cycles to crack initiation are compared with respect to how
the point of initiation is determined, the available data within the liter-
ature and the reliability of each method.
For imaging based methods (such as OM, SEM and XR), the number
of cycles to crack initiation is determined by interrupting the test at a
specified number of cycle intervals and an image is taken until a crack
is visible in an image. For ROM, Majzoobi et al. [73,105–107] performed
many fretting fatigue tests for various peak bulk stresses with no tan-
gential loading for various surface modifications and coatings, where
tests were interrupted every 5000 cycles. The number of cycles to
crack initiation with respect to peak bulk stress is shown in Fig. 24. It
can be seen that specimens with shot peening and a test frequency of
5 Hz follows a similar trend to that with a test frequency of 20 Hz,
with initiation life reduces as expected; however, both results deviate
from the general trend from other specimens that as the peak bulk
stress increases, the crack initiation lifetime reduces. This may be ex-
plained the variation of crack initiation size between tests. This is be-
lieved to be due to the imaging frequency not being high enough.
Abbasi et al. [37,108] and Majzoobi et al. [74] performed similar exper-
iments, but using a cyclic normal load instead of a constant normal load
and tests were interrupted every 1000 cycles. Cycles to crack initiation
results are shown in Fig. 25with respect to temperature for a bulk stress
of 130MPa and in phase loading between normal load and bulk load for
unmodified specimens and a specimenwith shot peening, aswell as un-
modified specimens for out of phase loading. It can be seen that there
was a repeat test for specimens with nomodification at room tempera-
ture (assumed to be 20 °C), where the percentage difference between
initiation lifetime was found to be 7.7%. In Fig. 26, a comparison be-
tween the crack initiation length for all the tests and its corresponding
peak bulk stress (above each bar) that were interrupted every 5000 cy-
cles in comparisonwith tests thatwere interrupted every 1000 cycles. It
can be seen that there was much more variation in the crack length for
tests interrupted every 5000 cycles, where lengths ranged between ap-
proximately 0.2 mm to 2.2 mm; whereas tests that were interrupted
every 1000 cycles proved to be more consistent with an average crack
initiation length of 260 μm. This shows that by increasing the imaging
frequency, a more consistent crack initiation length can be found and
therefore, crack initiation lifetime results become more consistent and
reliable.
Moreover, results using VM are summarised in Fig. 27, where repeat
tests where done under the same loading conditions and parameters by
two separateworks [70,71], where tests were interrupted every 200 cy-
cles. Arora et al. [70] performed three repeat tests for each combination
of Q/P and peak bulk stress and plots of cycles were presented with
crack size, which proved to be consistent between test. However, deter-
mining the cycles to crack initiation for each repeat testwas difficult due
to overlapping data and the use of the samemarker symbols on plots, so
the data presented in Fig. 27 by Arora et al. show the shortest cycles to
crack initiation that could be found from crack growth plots. This may
contribute to any errors between the two sets of results. It can be seen
that the repeat tests at peak bulk stress of 300 MPa and 325 MPa are
more consistent and follow the same trend with an average percentage
difference of 26% and 6.5%, respectively, whereas tests that were per-
formed at 290 MPa show different trends with an average percentage
difference of 54%. This shows it is vital to have repeat tests and ensurethere are no other contributing factors contributing towards any errors.
Also, it should be noted that ROM tests that were interrupted every
1000 cycles [37,74,108] used modelling methods to determine the
crack initiation length (which is in the order of a few grains of a mate-
rial), where linear elastic fracture mechanics can be used. It was found
the modelled crack initiation length was 50 μm, which was less than
the 260 μm detected by ROM, so modelling methods were used to pre-
dict the cycles to initiation at 50 μm based on experimental crack
growth data. In comparison, authors using VM [70,71], who used the
same specimen material, did not need to predict cycles to crack initia-
tion as the crack initiation length detected was in the range of 40 μm
to 60 μm and instead used separate modelling methods to compare
with experimental results [71].
Table 2 shows all the available data from the literature for cycles to
crack initiation, which cannot be presented in plots. Variables in the
table include the material of the specimen, material of the pad, radius
of the cylinder (or sphere), R, the tangential load and normal load
ratio, Q/P, the stress R-ratio, the load frequency, f, the peak bulk stress,
σmax and the number of cycles to crack initiation, Ni.
Results for SEM shows a limited data set found from three tests,
where the frequency of the images being taken was not published, so
it is difficult to compare Ni confidently. Themethod was able to achieve
results for testswith temperatures of 400 °C. It was found that using this
technique, the crack initiation length varied from test to test, whichmay
suggest the imaging frequencywas different between tests or therewas
not a consistent method of determining when crack initiation occurs.
This may be due to the authors being primarily interested in the
Fig. 26. A comparison for crack initiation length for ROM tests interrupted every 5000 cycles from datasets (a) [106,107], (b) [73] and (c) [105] (Al-7075-T6 specimen, stainless steel 410
flat pads, P = 1200 N, f = 5 Hz (unless stated otherwise) and R-ratio=0.1) with ROM tests interrupted every 1000 cycles from datasets (d) [74], (e) [37] and (f) [108] (Al-7075-T6
specimen, stainless steel 410 flat pads, P= 1200 N,f= 10 Hz, σmax=130 MPa and R-ratio=0.0).
Fig. 27. Number of cycles to crack initiations using video micrography varying with Q/P
and σmax (data from (a) [70] and (b) [71]), where the Region was scanned every
200 cycles using an optical microscope until crack observed. Parameters of the test
include Al-7075-T6 specimen, En24 steel flat pads,f= 10 Hz and R-ratio=0.1).
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determining when crack initiation occurs at an early stage is a contrib-
uting factor that should be taken into account to observe how a crack
initially propagates.
Results for XR show two cases found in 3, which show an approxi-
mation of Ni. Proudhon et al. [120] took a radiograph at 50×103 cycles
(based on previous works that determined the loading to initiate a fret-
ting fatigue crack [143]) to show crack initiation,which gave a crack ini-
tiation length of 100 μm. DePannemaecker et al. [85], under different
test conditions, could not rely on previousworks and therefore obtained
the cycles to initiation by interrupting the test every 5000 cycles until a
crackwas observed. The value of the number of cycles publishedwas an
approximation and had a tolerance of−5000 fretting cycles and hence,
this technique relies upon how often the tests are interrupted like other
imaging based methods.
Data forNi fromusing the ultrasound techniqueusing shearwave in-
spection [87] is presented in Table 2. The authors did three repeat tests
for these loading conditions, where one test was not reported as the
crack went undetected. Ultrasound signals were compared every500,000 cycles due to the high frequency of 300 Hz until changes in
the amplitude and shape of the ultrasound wave was found. The repeat
tests show that one was unsuccessful and there was 13.6 % difference
between the other two tests for crack initiation lifetime. In addition,
the authors found that at a lower normal stress of 200 MPa, cracks
went undetected [87] and therefore, this technique was not reliable
for lower normal stresses. Advancements in monitoring fatigue cracks
with ultrasound may improve the practicality and reliability of these
results.
Thermography results for Ni are presented in Table 2 for cylinder-
on-flat and elliptical contact geometries [94,130]. Ni was determined
by a deviation in the thermo-elastic amplitude from its stabilised
value. For two repeat tests under the cylinder-on-flat geometry show
a percentage difference in Ni of 49 %, whereas for the elliptical contact
geometry two repeat tests showed a percentage difference of 16 %. Fur-
ther repeat testing should be performed to understand the variability
between tests to ensure it is not the method causing the differences
and that its other factors are causing these. It was also found that the
crack initiation length ranged between 208 μmand 580 μm for elliptical
contact, while for the cylinder-on-flat contact crack initiation length
ranged between 130 μm and 220 μm. This shows that changing geome-
try may change the method's ability in detecting a consistent crack ini-
tiation length.
Results for AE are presenting in Table 2, where only two cases were
reportedNi for a sphere-on-flat geometry [98,99]. It was also found that
for cylinder-on-flat experiments, it was possible to obtain the time to
crack initiation [66], but the cycles to crack initiationwere not reported.
Authors seemed to be primarily interested in the crack propagation
stage, giving the limited data set. Due to no repeat tests it is not possible
to conclude the reliability of detecting cracks consistently, whichwill be
depend on the filtration method used. It also needs to be confirmed
using image based method in-situ with AE to obtain crack initiation
size to understand the consistency between results.
DCPD results by Meriaux et al. [65] for cylinder-on-flat fretting fa-
tigue tests are summarised in Fig. 28. A crack was detected when
there was an increase in the electric potential from its reference
Table 2
Cycles to crack initiation for a cylinder on flat fretting fatigue tests with various parameters determined by various NDT techniques.
NDT Technique Determination of Crack Initiation Material of
Specimen










NBSX 0.75 367.4e 10 98 0.1 189,934




NBSX 0.75 426e 10 98 0.1 175,342




NBSX 0.75 426e 10 98 0.1 67,014
XR [120] A radiograph was taken at 50 × 103 cycles based on
previous literature [143].
Al-2024 Al-7075-T6 49 0.75 20 100 0.2 50,000
XR [85] A radiograph was taken every 5000 cycles until a
crack is observed.
Al-7050-T741 52,100 Steel 10 0.78 12 167.5 0.29 30,000
Ultrasound [87] Changes in amplitude and shape of reflected
ultrasound wave.
Ti-6Al-4 V Ti-6Al-4 Vc − 0.10 300 260 0.5 7,019,649
Ultrasound [87] Changes in amplitude and shape of reflected
ultrasound wave.
Ti-6Al-4 V Ti-6Al-4 Vc − 0.10 300 260 0.5 6,125,123
Thermography
[94,130]
A deviation of the thermo-elastic amplitude from the
stabilised value
Al-2024-T3 Al-2024-T3 50 0.61 5 200 0.001 42,962
Thermography
[94,130]
A deviation of the thermo-elastic amplitude from the
stabilised value
Al-2024-T3 Al-2024-T3 50 0.61 5 200 0.001 66,134
Thermography
[94,130]
A deviation of the thermo-elastic amplitude from the
stabilised value
Al-2024-T3 Al-2024-T3 50 0.59 5 187.5 0.001 70,044
Thermography
[94,130]
A deviation of the thermo-elastic amplitude from the
stabilised value
S235JRC Steel S235JRC Steel 150 0.71 5 440 0.001 58,548
Thermography
[94,130]
A deviation of the thermo-elastic amplitude from the
stabilised value
S235JRC Steel S235JRC Steel 150 0.60 5 400 0.001 80,075
Thermography
[130]
A deviation of the thermo-elastic amplitude from the
stabilised value
Al-2024-T3511 Al-2024-T3 200/27.5b 0.24 5 220 0.001 46,580
Thermography
[130]
A deviation of the thermo-elastic amplitude from the
stabilised value
Al-2024-T3511 Al-2024-T3 200/27.5b 0.24 5 220 0.001 54,702
Thermography
[130]
A deviation of the thermo-elastic amplitude from the
stabilised value
Al-2024-T3511 Al-2024-T3 200/27.5b 0.22 5 200 0.001 110,975
Thermography
[130]
A deviation of the thermo-elastic amplitude from the
stabilised value
Al-2024-T3511 Al-2024-T3 200/27.5b 0.22 5 180 0.001 135,515
AE [99] An increase in the acoustic event rate Ti − 17 Ti-6Al-4 Va 400 0.46 10 750d 0.10 125,000
AE [98] An increase in the acoustic event rate Ti − 17 Ti-6Al-4 Va 400 0.46 10 360 0.10 70,000
DCPD [102] An increase in the electrical potential from the
reference value
32Cr1 Steel FM35 Steel 4.6 0.30 12 0.78σy,f 0.85 100,000
DCPD [138,139] An increase in the electrical potential from the
reference value
SCM435H Steel SCM435H Steelc – 0.20 18.7 170f −1 53,961
DCPD [138,139] An increase in the electrical potential from the
reference value
SCM435H Steel in H SCM435H Steel in
Hc
– 0.20 18.7 170f −1 574,893






– 0.43 18.7 160f -1 5,087,045
DCPD [104] An increase in the electrical potential from the
reference value
Pre-Strained
SUS304 Steel in H
Pre-Strained
SUS304 in H Steelc
– 0.52 18.7 160f -1 1,014,298
a Spherical pad.
b Elliptical contact (Radius of pad/Radius of specimen).
c Flat pad.
d Constant.
e Contact force (N) - No tangential force.
f Nominal stress amplitude (MPa) for bending fretting fatigue test.
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ting fatigue tests are summarised in Fig. 28. It can be seen that there
are a few discrepancies, such as Ni for a Q/P of 0.24 and 0.2 and a
σmax of 350MPa are the same. This is due to difficulty in distinguishing
Ni between the two crack curves as these were overlapping in Fig. 22. It
can be seen that by increasingσmax to 400MPa, there is a fluctuation in
the number of cycles to crack initiation. The authors suggested this was
the effect of increasing the bulk load, but it should also be mentioned
that calibrations curves need investigating more with respect to each
testing condition. A suggestion may involve in-situ OM or SEM instead
of the destructive method with repeat testing to obtain the calibration
curves to ensure reliability of the method. Other DCPD results available
in the literature is presented in Table 2, which show results for another
cylinder-on-flat test [102] and results for a bending fretting fatigue test
under air and hydrogen environments [104,138,139]. This shows that
this method is capable of being applied to other types of fretting fatigue
testing and can measure crack growth under alternative environments.
It was found with all the results obtained from using DCPD that theworks were primarily interested in crack growth rather than initiation.
Futurework should also focus on crack initiation, as thismethod can de-
tect cracks without the need for interrupting the test.
Overall, this analysis shows the limited amount of data available for
research in this area. It is difficult to draw conclusions of the number of
cycles to crack initiation for fretting fatigue tests, especially for various
pad geometries and testing methods. This shows that a larger database
needs to be collected in order to draw conclusions regarding the condi-
tions that lead to crack initiation for a set of given test parameters. Tests
with the same loading variables and parameters need to be carried out
across the available NDT techniques to give a unified comparison of the
applicability of these techniques for collecting this data. It can be seen
that there are many influential factors that affect the cycles to crack ini-
tiation and the effect of each parameter needs to be isolated. In addition,
repeated testing is essential to prove the reliability of all thesemethods.
Furthermore, imaging based techniques need to optimise the imaging
frequency to ensure consistency and reliability of the results. Signal
techniques are useful in identifying crack initiationwithout interrupting
Fig. 28. Number of cycles to crack initiations using direct current potential drop method
varying with Q/P and σmax (data from [65]) (Ti-6Al-4 V specimen, Ti-6Al-4 V
cylindrical pad, R = 40 mm and f = 10 Hz. An increase in the electrical potential from
the reference value).
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improve this could involve initially using imaging based methods in-
situ with signal techniques to validate or complement the method.
3.3. Capability of techniques
A comparison of the NDT techniques for inspecting fretting fatigue
cracks is presented in Table 3. All the capabilities are the main outputs
that are required for inspecting fretting fatigue cracks with in-situ
NDT, as listed in the introduction. It was noted that all techniques
were either unable or not have been done yet to monitor the crack
shape due to the lack of 3D crackmonitoring. This is particularly impor-
tant if cracks are not through cracks through the thickness of the speci-
men, there are multiple initiation sites and for various geometries, such
as spherical-on-flat [98,99], which had ellipsoid crack shapes. Crack
shapes are usually analysed through post-mortemexaminations and lit-
tle is known about how crack shapes evolve.
It was found that OM, SEM and XR are most successful in satisfying
all conditions. Due to these being imaging techniques, the images ob-
tained from these experiments are ideal for identifying the crack loca-
tions, crack growth length, crack propagation modes and crack growth
path; however, it should be noted that there is a tolerance to which
the user can identify the number of cycles to crack initiation is depen-
dent on the frequency the fretting fatigue test is interrupted to scan
and take these images. This involves the user being proactive in finding
the crack initiation. Possible future suggestions to automate thismay in-
clude combining machine learning models such as neural networks to
determine whether a crack has been detected or not. The main benefit
XR has from the other two methods is that it can detect internal cracks.
Thismeans there is scope to improve the XRmethod, it would be ideal if
3D rendered images could be found for the cracks using X-ray computed
tomography in-situ with a fretting fatigue test to obtain a 3D evolution
of fretting fatigue cracks [85]. Furthermore, it is worth noting that SEM
has a great advantage over other methods in determining the effects of
microstructural features, such as slip lines and inclusions, which may
contribute to the initiation of cracks and the evolution of cracks. This
method is ideal for exploring themicrostructuralmechanisms that con-
tribute to fretting fatigue cracks.
Ultrasound could be potentially the next most promising technique.
It has not yet been used to investigate the crack propagation during a
fretting fatigue test. It has thepotential to improve its capability from re-
cent works of using ultrasound for other applications. Further research
suggestions includes further investigation into the feasibility of the
laser ultrasound technique [142,144] or the feasibilitywith theuse of ul-
trasound transducer arrays with imaging methods to detect cracks
[145]. This will allow the detection of crack location and data for crack
propagation. Ultrasound has not yet been able to identify crack propa-
gation modes. However, the specimen could be utilised after the testhas finished by the use of a destructive method, where the propagation
modes could be identified.
Thermography is the nextmost promising technique. This technique
has been used in-situ with a fretting fatigue test to investigate crack ini-
tiation, but has yet to be used to investigate crack propagation during a
fretting fatigue test. Therefore, from the thermography images, it has
been possible to obtain visual images of cracks initiating and has given
data on the number of cycles to crack initiation and the crack location.
This technique has the potential to monitor the crack length and crack
path, but has yet not been able to identify crack propagationmodes. Fur-
ther work should involve using thermography to investigate the crack
propagation during a fretting fatigue test. Furthermore, work should,
also, involve upgrading infrared image sensors to detect smaller cracks.
If the technology advances, it could be possible to obtain images of the
crack shape. In addition, by using multiple infrared cameras, it could
be used to observe the crack path and shape in three dimensions,
which may have not been captured otherwise. Moreover, it could be
possible to couple up with a destructive method to obtain data on
crack propagation modes and crack shape, such as Vazques et al. [24]
using the destructive method and a confocal microscope.
The AE technique has limitations for monitoring the crack growth
length, crack growth path and shape. Suggested future work could in-
volve calibrating the AE signals with the crack length and coupling up
with either OM or SEM NDT techniques, such as those for plain fatigue
test [97,119], or destructive methods, such as Meriaux et al. [65] using
with SEM to calibrate potential drop measurements, to obtain a rela-
tionship. Furthermore, Meriaux et al. [66] suggested that AE could also
be coupled up with potential drop techniques. This would be feasible,
if the user only wanted additional data for the crack growth length.
This could bemade possible by locating the crack usingAE andmonitor-
ing crack propagation from potential drop techniques. The difficulties
with this is the implementation of both techniques with the fretting fa-
tigue test rigwould not be trivial and thiswould require a potential drop
crack growth calibration for test under particular loading conditions and
parameters regardless.
DCPD is a sensitive technique, but the location of the crack needs to
be known and it cannot monitor the crack path and shape. This will be
difficult to use in complex structures, where multiple crack initiation
sites may occur. A suggestion could be that this technique could be
coupled up with SEM or OM to find the location of the cracks, which
can also be used to help with the improvement of crack length calibra-
tion for potential drop results instead of using destructive methods.
Other capabilities that should be included to improve the under-
standing and knowledge of fretting fatigue is the capability of monitor-
ing microstructure throughout the tests. This is important to gain
understanding on the fundamentals of fretting fatigue as the material
microstructure influences the crack initiation process and how a crack
propagates. This can aid design to prevent fretting fatigue cracks by
making alterations to themicrostructure of thematerial, such as surface
modifications and heat treatments, and support modelling methods to
prevent crack initiation and slow down crack propagation. Monitoring
the microstructure could provide improved understanding on how
cracks initiate andhow a crack initiatially propagates for differentmate-
rials and geometries. There has been little research in this area with
regards to fretting fatigue and has only been investigated by using
SEM for single crystal nickel-based superalloys [76–80], where the evo-
lution of crystallographic slip and dislocation distributions have been
observed with respect to the evolution of a fretting fatigue crack,
which were used to validate a crystal plasticity finite element method.
Furthermore, surface damage at an asperity level can be investigated
and information on how this influences crack initiation [18]. This has
also been applied to SEM with fretting fatigue testing to assess the sur-
face damage and delamination of plasma-sprayed hydroxyapatite coat-
ings [116].
Overall, SEM is the most suitable for gaining the most information
from a fretting fatigue test based on the capability comparison table
Table 3
Comparison of the capabilities of several NDT techniques for fretting fatigue testing. A tick (✓)= the conditions is satisfied, a cross (✘)= the condition is unsatisfied and a tilde (~)= the















OM ✓a ✓ ✓ ✓ ✘ ✓
SEM ✓a ✓ ✓ ✓ ✘ ✓
XR ✓a ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Ultrasound ✓ ~ ✘ ~ ~ ~
Thermography ✓ ~ ~ ~ ✘ ✓
AE ✓ ~ ✓ ✘ ✘ ✓
DCPD ✓ ✓ ✓ ✘ ✘ ✘
a Dependent on imaging frequency.
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technique is subjected to its own limitations and other advantages.
Selecting the most suitable technique will depend on the result the
user wishes to achieve, such as onemay be primarily interested inmon-
itoring crack growth, and the practical aspects of achieving these results.
General practical aspects to consider include noise due to the contact
and loading effecting the quality of crack detection, techniques that re-
quire limited space, techniques that need a visible field of view and
techniques that require an approximate location of the crack. In addi-
tion, there is scope for future research to improving the capabilities on
what can be achieved for in-situ fretting fatigue testing with each of
the NDT techniques reviewed. Challenges include being able to collect
a database from NDT techniques for in-situ fretting fatigue tests with
the same test conditions and parameters, in order to reach a complete
conclusion of the comparison of techniques.3.4. Design implications
The main purpose of fretting fatigue tests is to design against failure
by improving lifing of components through materials characterisation
testing and component testing. The tests characterise the fretting fa-
tigue behaviour of the material and contact conditions, which can be
used to improve the understanding and design of components. The
main outputs from these tests include the fundamental understanding
of fretting fatigue cracks and obtaining lives of a component including
crack initiation and crack propagation lives with respect to loading
and contact conditions. The efficiency ofmethods tomonitor fretting fa-
tigue cracks is important with regards to design. Fretting fatigue tests
include many cycles, many tests under different testing parameters
and repeat tests to confirm the reliability of the results. To monitor
crack growth using destructive techniques, many fretting fatigue tests
are run for various number of cycles. For each test the crack length is
measured using a destructive technique, which is then related to the
number of cycles the test was stopped at [65,66]. This means many
specimens are used and therefore, repeatability using this method is in-
efficient as it leads towastage ofmaterial and time. Therefore, NDT tech-
niques are ideal for monitoring cracks from fretting fatigue tests, as
these methods allows the user to characterise crack growth rates/re-
gimes more efficiently and can be used to develop newmodels and ap-
proaches to lifing that can be applied to design and lifingof components.
Furthermore, these methods provide a richness of additional data,
which may include identifying the time of crack initiation, monitoring
crack growth, crack paths, crack orientation and crack shape, as well
as identifyingmodes of crack propagation. From this, it is possible to val-
idate modelling approaches for fretting fatigue crack initiation and
growth predictions (e.g. SWT parameter, MTS criterion, etc.), which
can be applied to more complex geometries that involve multiple con-
tacts by linking with FE models.
Care must be taken when using NDT techniques carrying out such
tests, as there are implications for design regarding the practicality,repeatability and reliability. This includes ensuring the testing tech-
nique is capable of identifying cracks which are relevant to the grain
size of the group of materials being investigated. One technique
might be more suitable for a material with a coarse grain size, but
not for a finer grain size and therefore, a technique should be chosen
that encompasses all the materials being investigated, to allow rele-
vant comparisons to be made. For repeatability, some considerations
for choosing the appropriate technique includes limited access to
equipment, such as a high energy synchrotron beamline for XR, and
if the equipment is hired, there is an increase in cost the more tests
that need to be run. Furthermore, the reliability of some techniques
still needs to be confirmed by repeat testing. For example, Hutson
et al. [87] ran three repeat tests using shear wave ultrasound under
the same loading conditions until failure, where one test was not
able to detect crack initiation. This reduces the reliability of the
method, as it was not able to detect crack initiation for each test. If
crack propagation is the user's main priority, then methods, such as
AE and PD, require crack growth calibration curves and these can
vary with varying testing parameters and loading conditions. These
curves are obtained using destructive methods or using in-situ mi-
croscopy methods, which reduces the efficiency if many different
tests need to be run. If time is of concern, it should be noted that
some techniques require interruptions to record images and alterna-
tive methods may be chosen to improve efficiency. In addition, for
some NDT techniques, the test rig and specimen dimensions may
need to be altered, which may not be practical for fretting fatigue
tests under representative geometries and loading conditions. Other
practicalities include ensuring that noise due to the contact does not
interfere with the measurements, where reliability of filtering and
processing methods are required.
In conclusion, these methods have their own limitations with
regards to extensive testing for fretting fatigue life of components,
which usually have a trade-off with increasing the fundamentals of fret-
ting fatigue to improvemodelling and life in the long run. It will depend
on the user's priority, but in order to improve the usefulness of the data
for design purposes, a standardisation for these tests should be a goal for
the future to allow comparisons to be made between different mate-
rials, geometry and loading.4. Recent developments in NDT techniques applicable for fretting
fatigue
NDT techniques have been used in-situ with plain fatigue tests and
have been used to observe pre-made fatigue cracks. This can show the
capability of NDT techniques being used in-situ with fretting fatigue
tests. The following shows the potential of X-ray radiography,
ultrasound, thermography and acoustic emission techniques, as well
as, alternative techniques such as laser ultrasound, moving mode of
eddy-current thermography, eddy-current techniques and digital
image correlation.
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The potential of X-ray radiography can extend further with a 3D in-
vestigation of a fretting fatigue crack by using X-ray tomography. X-ray
tomography involves collecting 2DX-ray radiographs at different angles
of the specimen and a 3D image can be produced from these (see
Fig. 29). This allows a further understanding of the formation of fretting
fatigue cracks in 3D. This has been tested ex-situ with fretting fatigue
and plain fatigue tests on pre-made fretting fatigue/plain fatigue cracks
[120,122,123] and a 3D rendered image can be obtained from this.
In-situ plain fatigue experiments have also been perfomed using X-ray
tomography [146–151], where a 3D crack evolutionwas formed and in-
vestigated. Suggested future work will involve using 3D tomographic
images in-situ with a fretting fatigue test to obtain more information
on the multiple crack initiation sites and information on the 3D evolu-
tion of a fretting fatigue crack [85].4.2. Ultrasound
The capability of traditional ultrasound techniques to be used
within fretting fatigue testing can be shown by reviewing the works
on using ultrasound in-situ for plain fatigue tests [140,145,152,153].
From these ultrasound tests, it was shown that the number of cycles
to crack initiation can be identified and crack propagation can be
monitored during plain fatigue tests. Recent works show that crack
size can be evaluated after [153], as well as during [145], plain fatigue
tests. Camacho et al. [145] were also able to evaluate the crack path
and crack shape by developing a technique to produce images from
the ultrasound wave response. This was achieved using an array of ul-
trasound transducer elements, known as ultrasound transducer arrays.
Total focusing method (TFM) was used to obtain an image of the crack
and phase coherence imaging (PCI) [154] was used to determine the
crack length and crack tip location. TFM allows a single transducer el-
ement to be the transmitter, while all the transducer elements receive
the receiving ultrasound wave response. This produces a single low
resolution image. After this, a different transducer element is treated
as the transmitter, which is then repeated until all the transducer ele-
ments are used as transmitters. This creates a collection of low resolu-
tion images, which are used create a high resolution image. The
collection of signals from this are known as Full Matrix Capture
(FMC). This method allows an image of the crack to be created, giving
information about its crack path and orientation. Details on the TFM
method can be found by Camacho et al. [145]; however, this method
does not allow an accurate determination of the crack length, so PCI
was used. Images were created using PCI focussing on the tips of the
crack from the FMC. This allowed the distance between the crack tip
and crack root to be accurately determined. Details on the PCI method
can be found by Camacho et al. [145,154]. These imaging methodsFig. 29. (a) 3D rendered image of a fretting fatigue crack (b) 2D slwere used during a plain fatigue test and the images produced (see
Fig. 30) proved to show a good agreement with optical measure-
ments. These findings from plain fatigue tests show the potential of
the ultrasound method.
4.2.1. Contactless ultrasound
Another ultrasound technique, known as laser ultrasound, can be
used instead of the traditional ultrasound technique previously de-
scribed. This is a promising technique overcoming the flaws of tradi-
tional ultrasound. This is a contactless technique that has greater
sensitivity, being able to detect cracks at earlier stages than traditional
ultrasound, as well as being able to pick up the location of cracks within
a specimen [142,144]. Fig. 31 shows a schematic of the laser ultrasound
technique. The following lists the steps of the laser ultrasound tech-
nique [142,144]:
1. A virtual grid is given to the specimen using a digital camera and
computer software program.
2. The controller unit sends a signal to the excitation laser source to
input an ultrasound wave to the specimen at the first virtual grid point.
3. The same ultrasoundwave is picked up by the sensing unit from
a Laser Doppler Vibrometer (LDV) for the first virtual grid point.
4. The data from the sensing unit is stored in the control unit.
5. The control unit repeats steps 2–4 until all the virtual grid points
are evaluated.
6. Cracks are then detected from the data collected by the control-
ler unit by counting the frequency- domain peaks out of the specified
threshold.
This technique has been proved to be able to make an image of a
notch in a plate by filtering the background noise of the cumulative ul-
trasound wave energy image by using an established threshold [144].
The cumulative ultrasound wave energy image is shown by Fig. 32a
and the filtered image of the notch is shown by Fig. 32b. This allowed
the location and the size of the notch to be determined. In addition,
laser ultrasound has been tested on pre-made fatigue cracks on flat alu-
minium plates and aircraft fitting-lugs [142]. This shows that cracks can
be inspected on samples with alternative geometries; however, incor-
porating this technique with a fatigue or fretting fatigue test has not
yet been carried out and would entail further research to assess the fea-
sibility of this technique. In addition, when using this technique, safety
procedures and the affect of the laser on the surface of the specimen
has yet to be taken into account [142].4.3. Thermography
Thermography has been commonly used in-situ with plain fa-
tigue tests [127,131,141,155–159]. Cycles to crack initiation has
been found [156,157], as well as being able to locate crack initia-
tion sites from thermal measurements and images [127,155,158].ice of the crack showing the crack path at this location [122].
Fig. 30. Ultrasound images of a plain fatigue crack using a) TFM and b) PCI [145].
Fig. 31. Schematic diagram of a laser ultrasound set up [144].
Fig. 32. (a) Cumulative ultrasound wave energy image and (b) the filtered image of a
notch in a plate [144].
Fig. 33. Thermal measurements with thermal images of crack initiation at
2.199 × 107 cycles and the following crack growth [127].
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niques, as they provide a visual of the location of crack initiation
(as shown in Fig. 33) and the crack path, which have been con-
firmed by SEM measurements [127]. The crack path is found by
following the direction of the temperature at the crack tip [131].
Furthermore, it is also possible to determine the crack length
[159]. In addition, Barile et al. [131] showed that thermography
was a more efficient technique in localising and monitoring
crack growth compared to AE. From these findings of thermogra-
phy with in-situ plain fatigue tests, it is able to show the extent
of information that can be collected using this technique.
Another thermography technique that can be proposed to inspect
fretting fatigue crack is a technique recently tested by He et al. [160],
which involves a moving flat specimen with a pre-made crack being
heated by a stationary eddy current excitation source and stationary in-
frared camera tomonitor the surface temperature over the specimen, as
shown in Fig. 34. It was found that this method has many benefits,
which included a high detection speed, clear thermal images of the
crack and the determination of approximate crack locations; however,
uneven surface emissivity can make it difficult to detect cracks and fur-
ther research is required to investigate this, aswell as incorporating this
in-situ with a fretting fatigue test.4.4. Acoustic emission
AE has been used in-situ with plain fatigue testing [97,119,140,
161–164]. The number of cycles to crack initiation can be obtained
[140,161–163], as well as the ability to distinguish between slow crack
growth and fast crack growth using AE [161,162]. In addition, it was
possible to determine how crack lengths changed with the number of
cycles [97,119,161,164], bymeasuring the crack lengths during a fatigue
test using a microscope for compact tension and T-section girder speci-
mens. Keshtgar and Modarres [97] used AE with an optical microscope
during a fatigue test of a compact tension specimen. The authors
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length measurements from the optical microscope. From this, it was
possible to predict the crack initiation length. AE has, also, been used
with SEM during a plain fatigue test to confirm the transitions in AE sig-
nals [119]. Futhermore, the crack rate could be determined using the
Paris-Erdogan law and the acoustic emission count rate was predicted
using a power law [164]. These equationswere able to be used together
to obtain the crack growth rate. These methods could be used in deter-
mining the initial crack size using AE with using SEM or OM during a
fretting fatigue test and finding a relationship. AE would also compli-
ment imagery methods in determining when crack initiation occurs.
Difficulties would arise if cracks are internal and therefore, an alterna-
tive may be to use X-ray radiography to calibrate crack lengths to AE
signals.
4.5. Eddy-current
The Eddy current technique involves the use of a coil carrying an al-
ternating current near the specimen, whereby eddy-currents are in-
duced into the specimen, as shown in Fig. 35. The magnetic flux is
measured, changes in which indicate changes within the material,
such as cracks [93]. Although it has not been used during a fretting fa-
tigue experiment, it has been tested with plain fatigue experiments to
detect crack initiation and monitor crack growth using eddy current ar-
rays (multiple eddy current coils that are electronically driven)
[165–168]. This technique proved to be highly sensitive in comparison
with other techniques (see Fig. 23), as it can detect a minimum crack
length of 25 μm [165,166]. In addition, the number of cycles to crack ini-
tiation can be determined [166,167]. Furthermore, Jiao et al. [167] was
able tomonitor crack length by placingmultiple sensors along the spec-
imen at a known distance. The eddy current distribution was measured
at each sensor and changes indicated that either a crack has intiated or a
crack has propagated. The distance from each sensor was known, so
when the eddy current distribution was disturbed, it was known that
the crack had elongated by the distance between the sensor, that has
been disturbed, and the previous sensor, that has been previously dis-
turbed. Another method used by Xie et al. [168] tomonitor crack length
involved an algorithm linking impedance and crack length.
Although a promising technique, this method would be difficult to
use in-situ for a fretting fatigue test. Eddy current requires direct access
to the crack (needing knowledge of the crack location) and it is not
contactless, which proves difficult with already contacting surfaces.
This would be especially difficult for large and complex contacting ge-
ometries. To overcome these issues, it could be possible to have an exte-
rior moving eddy current coil that scans the specimen, similar to anFig. 34. Schematic diagram of the eddy current thermography method using a moving
specimen [160].experiment that used eddy current as the excitation source for a ther-
mography experiment with a moving specimen to detect a crack
[160]. This would need further work to check the feasibility of this
method, as well as more research observing the crack propagation
using the eddy current method. Other possible methods could include
coupling with other NDT techniques to initially find the location of the
crack to be monitored.4.6. Digital image correlation
Digital image correlation (DIC) is a contactless optical method that
uses a camera and lens system to take images of the specimen surface
during a test and a displacement field is processed by calculating the
displacements between images using a software, which are commer-
cially available or custom-made. This method requires the specimen's
surface to have a non-uniform contrasting speckled pattern, where
under loading, the change in the speckle pattern can be measured and
related to the displacement field. The speckle pattern can be produced
artificially, such as spraying paint onto the surface, or it can be the nat-
ural texture of the surface due to thematerial itself. There are two types
of DIC: two-dimensional (2D) and threedimensional (3D). 2D DIC is
limited to specimenswith a flat surfacewhichmeasures in-plane defor-
mations and only requires one camera, where the camera's axis is nor-
mal to the surface. Further details on 2D DIC has been reviewed by
Pan et al. [169] and Zhao et al. [170]. 3D DIC can be used for specimens
with a curved surface and measure out-of-plane deformations, which
require two cameras. To take images using DIC, it has to be well illumi-
nated by either a white light source or naturally illuminated. Further-
more, DIC has a wide range of sensitivity and resolution based on the
camera and lens magnification, as well as the ability to be coupled up
with microscopy methods [169,170]. DIC has been commonly used in-
situ with fretting fatigue experiments to measure tangential displace-
ments [171–174] using 2D DIC, slip displacements using 2D DIC
[175,176] and 3D DIC [177], and the change in coefficient of friction
[29] using 3D DIC; however, it has not been used with regards to crack
initiation and crack propagation. For plain fatigue experiments, it has
been used to detect cracks and examine crack growth [178–185],
which shows the expanded capability of this method. The displacement
field with the number of cycles is determined based on a reference
image, which is typically when the specimen is undeformed at 0 cycles,
and an image taken at a particular number of cycles. A crack is detected
based on any discontinuities in the displacement field. The displace-
ment field images allows the crack location, crack length and crack
path to be determined with time. It has been possible to determineFig. 35. Eddy current method schematic.
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tion [178–185], crack growth curves [178–181,184,185], crack path
[179–185] and obtain the stress intensity factor evolution at the crack
tip [179,180,182–185]. DIC has been used to detect and locate fatigue
microcracks as small as 0.6 μm [178]. This value is sub-pixel to the dig-
ital image, which is found based on sub-pixel algorithms, much more
sensitive than using the raw images. Implementation of these methods
for fretting fatigue is possible, as this technique has already been used to
measure displacements, it can be expanded further for crack detection.
However, care should be taken to limit error sources and ensure the
field of view is visible. Some error sources include camera stability, er-
rors due to the DIC algorithm itself, quality of the speckle pattern, vari-
ous noises (e.g. illumination and noises associated with digital images),
image distortions and the effect of out-of-plane motion for 2D DIC. De-
tails of these error sources are found by Pan et al. [169] and Zhao et al.
[170]. Furthermore, the imaging frequency should be optimised and
the camera and lens magnification should be optimised for the size of
the field of view and resolution required.
4.7. Implementation summary
NDT techniques that have been used in-situ with plain fatigue tests
that can be applied to fretting fatigue tests have been described. The dif-
ficulties of implementation of these techniques and some possible solu-
tions for these are summarised in Table 4.
5. Conclusions
NDT techniques have been reviewed for in-situ fretting fatigue tests
to detect, locate andmonitor fretting fatigue cracks. TheNDT techniques
reviewed were OM, SEM, XR, ultrasound, thermography, AE and DCPD
techniques. Recent developments in NDT techniques for other applica-
tions applicable to fretting fatigue have also been discussed. The conclu-
sions that can be drawn from the review are shown by the following:
• OMwas found to be capable of satisfying all the main capabilities
required for fretting fatigue testing due to providing images of crack
evolution. Main drawbacks included that cycles to crack initiation was
dependent on imaging frequency, crack initiation location detection re-
lies on the user, limited to surface cracks and specimens are restricted
for the field of view to be in the order of millimetres.
• SEM was also found to be capable of satisfying all the main re-
quirements and had similar drawbacks to OM; however, SEM was
able to capture microstructural features, such as slip lines and disloca-
tion densities, which are important to obtain a deeper understanding
of how and why fretting fatigue cracks form. Also, the main limitation
was highlighted as adapting the fretting fatigue test to fit within the
SEM vacuum chamber.
• XR was also able to satisfy all the main requirements. Similarly,
themain drawbackswere that its sensitivity in detecting crack initiation
is limited by its frequency of pausing the fretting fatigue test to take a
radiograph and the synchrotron access has limited beam time, so tests
have to be limited to a reduced number of cycles. It was also capable
of detecting internal cracks, which are not possible with other imagery
methods.
• The ultrasound technique is able to provide data on the number
of cycles to crack initiation. The main limitations of this technique
were that the sensitivity was the lowest in comparison with other tech-
niques and the results of repeat tests varied. Further repeat tests are re-
quired to determine the suitability of this technique. Developments in
other fields, where ultrasound imaging and laser ultrasound is possible,
show there is scope to use the ultrasound technique in the future with
fretting fatigue tests to detect crack initiation location and monitor
crack evolution.
• Thermography is able to detect crack initiation location and de-
termine the number of cycles to crack initiation in a timely mannerfrom the use of infrared cameras. Thermography in-situwith fretting fa-
tigue has not yet been used to evaluate crack propagation, so it has not
yet been able to identify crack propagation modes, crack growth path
and shape during a fretting fatigue test. A suggested improvement in-
cludes using higher resolution infrared image sensors to improve
crack initiation sensitivity and possibly obtain the crack path. In addi-
tion, coupling with destructive techniques may be beneficial to obtain
the crack propagation modes.
• The AE technique is a sensitive technique that is able to deter-
mine the number of cycles to crack initiation, identify crack propagation
modes and detect crack location. AE has the potential to detect internal
cracks, but is not capable of monitoring crack growth length, path and
shape during fretting fatigue tests as of yet. Methods from plain fatigue
tests tomonitor crack growth length by calibratingAE signalswith crack
length measurements made by in-situ OM or SEM, or destructive
methods could be used in the future.
• DCPD has commonly been able to determine the number of cy-
cles to crack initiation for fretting fatigue tests. This technique allows
the crack length to be monitored during the test using a calibration of
potential drop results with destructive SEM tests. In addition, crack
propagationmodes can be identified from this. This technique is unable
to detect the crack location, and prior knowledge of the crack location is
required. This could be coupled up with OM or SEM to improve DCPD
results.
• Choosing the most suitable NDT technique for in-situ fretting fa-
tigue testing shall depend on what the user wants to achieve and con-
sidering each technique's limitations. For example, one user may want
the technique with the lowest cost, where another may want the tech-
nique with the highest sensitivity.
• It was found from data for the number of cycles to crack initi-
ation collected from the different NDT methods were limited. The
data was collected from a variety of fretting fatigue experiments,
which meant that a complete comparison of the NDT techniques
could not be made. Therefore, to achieve a complete comparison,
the same fretting fatigue test needs to be used with different NDT
techniques to reach a conclusion with repeated tests to verify re-
sults. There are many variables that affect the cycles to crack initia-
tion which include fretting loads, loading frequency, geometry, bulk
stresses, material, surface modifications, coatings and microstruc-
ture. With this database, this could complete the comparison of
these techniques, as well as gaining further knowledge on the effi-
ciency of these NDT techniques and possibly how fretting fatigue
cracks behave. There is the possibility of large amounts of future re-
search that could investigate how these variables influence fretting
fatigue, such as investigating how microstructures develop during
fretting fatigue that may influence the presence of fretting fatigue
cracks and the capability of NDT techniques being used for fretting
fatigue tests with complex and component representative geome-
tries (e.g. spline couplings, dovetails, railway axles, bolted joints,
overhead conductors and wires).
• For design purposes, a standardisation for fretting fatigue tests
should be a goal for the future to allow comparisons to be made be-
tween different materials, geometry and loading.
• Recent developments in NDT techniques applicable for fret-
ting fatigue have been highlighted to show what other techniques
are available that have been used for in-situ plain fatigue tests or
pre-made cracks that could be applied to in-situ fretting fatigue
tests. These included 3D X-ray tomography, ultrasound imaging
techniques, laser ultrasound, passive thermography for crack
propagation investigation, moving mode of eddy current thermog-
raphy, AE crack growth calibration, eddy-current and DIC. Chal-
lenges of implementation and possible solutions were described.
These techniques could be used as the scope for future research
to expand the capability of NDT techniques in-situ with fretting
fatigue tests.
Table 4
The challenges for the implementation of NDT techniques that could be applied to fretting fatigue.
NDT Technique Refs. Description Challenges Possible Design Solutions
X-Ray
Tomography
[121,146–151] Computed 3D image of a crack is
developed using multiple 2D X-ray
radiographs at different angles of the
specimen. 3D crack evolution images can
be computed
• Dimensions of the test rig and
specimens are limited by the voxel
resolution the user requires. For a higher
resolution, smaller specimen sizes are
needed to bring the specimen closer to
the x-ray source [1211
• The penetration depth vary between
different materials and the x-ray voltage
[186]. The specimen should be
orientated to reduce the variation in
penetration depth during rotation
scanning. For fretting fatigue, there
would be additional material due to the
extra applied loading and for the
contacting pads.
• Choose the appropriate tomography set
up based on cost and scanning time, as
scanning times are much longer for
laboratory x-ray sources compared with
a synchrotron beamline [121].
• The tests needs to be paused to take
multiple radiographs (approximately
1200–1500 [146,149–151]) at different
rotation angles limiting the duration of
the fretting fatigue test due to the
limited beam-time availability.
• Create a frame with a motor that can
rotate the rig and direct any wires about
the rotational axis.
• Due to the penetration restrictions
perpendicular to the pads, the angle of
scanning rotation can be limited to
obtain a tomographic image. Chapman
et al. [146] were able to achieve this
with a 140o scanning rotation for a high
temperature fatigue test with a furnace,





[145] Uses ultrasound transducer arrays which
have multiple emitters and receivers
along the specimen and using TFM and
PCI methods, it is possible to process an
image and accurate crack lengths using
the ultrasound signals. 2D crack
evolution ultrasound images could be
achieved.
• Extra noise due to contact and
additional loading need to be taken into
account.
• Ultrasound transducer array are wider
than individual transducers due to the
multiple emitters and receivers.
Therefore positioning, attachment and
ensuring no relative movement with the
specimen needs to be carefully
thought-out.
• If extra noise is an issue, it could be
possible to pause tests to obtain the
ultrasound image to limit the effects of
noise due to contact and additional
loads. If pausing undesirable, filtering




[142,144] Uses two types of lasers: one as an
emitter and the other as a receiver. The
emitter laser scans the specimen and the
receiver laser receives the ultrasound
waves and outputs an image through
automated post processing. 2D crack
evolution ultrasound images could be
achieved.
• Various background noises and
additional noise due to loading and
contact pads.
• Ensure lasers are stable.
• Emitter laser angle has little effect to
the signal to noise ratio (SNR), whereas
an increase in the receiver laser angle
causes the SNR to deteriorate. These
angles would need to be optimised to
improve SNR.
• Tests may need to be paused to
perform laser ultrasound scans, which







[127,131,141,155,157,158] Recording thermal images by using
infrared cameras and obtaining thermal
images of 2D crack evolution.
• Sources of noise due to room
temperature, thermal losses, light
intensity and contact.
• Processing excess data for propagation
may be difficult
• Ensure stable ambient/room
temperature
• Ensure specimen's emissivity is not too
low
• Methods have already been developed
for fretting fatigue [94,130] for
monitoring the temperature at region of
interest during the test to determine the
number of cycles to crack initiation
including the filtering of various sources
of noise. These methods can be applied
for investigating crack propagation.
Eddy-Current
Thermography
[160] A specimen is heated by a stationary
eddy-current source, which moves past
an infrared camera that monitors the
temperature over the specimen's
surface. Using a heat source, this can
reduce the ambient temperature effects.
This could potentially produce thermal
images of 2D crack evolution.
• Ensure eddy-current source is near the
crack, which would be difficult for tests
that involve multiple contacts and edges.
• Moving the specimen for the infrared
camera would be difficult.
• Require eddy-current source does not
block field of view.
• Ensure that mounting the eddy-current
source to the specimen does not
influence the fretting fatigue result.
• Ensure temperature produced by the
eddy-current is stable.
• Stationary mode eddy- current
thermography would be viable [159], as
there is a small area of interest. Moving
mode is more applicable to large scale
components.
• Although not trivial, create a bespoke
eddy-current sensors suited for the
geometry to ensure this does not block
the field of view, while near the region of
possible crack initiation. For example,
Jiao et al. [167], created an eddy-current
sensor for fatigue of a bolted joint that
fits beneath a custom washer.
AE Crack Growth
Calibration
[97,119,164] Obtain a calibration curve for crack
growth either by using a microscopy
technique or using the Paris-Erdogan
law.
• If using optical microscopy, ensure the
specimen is illuminated.
• If using SEM, the challenges include:
fitting the experimental set up within a
vacuum chamber, which would involve
the use of miniature specimens; the
• Optical microscope would be ideal for
crack length measurements with regards
to cost and ease of implementation.
(continued on next page)
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Table 4 (continued)
NDT Technique Refs. Description Challenges Possible Design Solutions
associated microstructure and specimen
size interaction issues; the addition of
using AE; and the significant increase in
cost would have to be considered.
• If using a correlation based on the
Paris-Erdogan law, a feasibility study
would need to be made, as it may not be
applicable under various parameters for
fretting fatigue.
Eddy-Current [165–168] Eddy-current sensors are positioned
along the specimen and any disturbance
in the magnetic flux indicates a crack.
The approximate crack length can be
found from the distance between
sensors. This method allows the
detection of crack initiation, crack
growth measurements and 2D
permeabil- ity/impedance images of
crack with a scanning eddy current
arrays.
• Need approximate location of the crack
for sensors, which would be difficult for
tests that involve multiple contacts and
edges.
• Optimisation of the location and
positioning between sensors or the
sensors used.
• Ensure that mounting the sensors to
the specimen does not influence the
fretting fatigue result.
• Make use of eddy-current arrays.
Digital Image
Correlation
[178,181,182,184,185,187] Speckled specimens are imaged using a
camera and lens system and
measurements of the displacement field
can be found through changes in the
speckled pattern images. Detection of
microcracks can be determined and 2D
crack evolution images can be found
• Stable white light source to illuminate
specimen.
• Need to ensure the specimen prepping
procedure does not affect the contacting
surfaces.
• If specimens are prepped with paint, it
would prevent the earlier detection of
cracks before it breaks through the paint
to be visible [178].
• Surface of sample must be a flat plane
and perpendicular to the camera's axis.
• Require field of view is visible.
• Optimise imaging frequency,
illumination and the resulting contrast
needs to be confirmed.
• Imaging methods have been applied
with fretting fatigue tests, so obstruction
of the field of view should not be an
issue.
• It has been commonly used to perform
DIC without the use of applying an
artificial speckle pattern on the
specimen's surface, as it relies on the
natural texture of the material giving a
random grey intensity distribution
[169,178,184,185,187]. Rupil et al. [178]
relied on the specimen's material being
polycrystalline and surface roughening
of persistent slip bands to perform,
where using the author's DIC algorithm
was able to detect micro cracks.
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